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Abstract
For a set of curves, Ahn et al. [1] introduced the notion of a middle curve and gave algorithms
computing these with run time exponential in the number of curves. Here we study the computational
complexity of this problem: we show that it is NP-complete and give approximation algorithms.
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1 Introduction
Consider a group of birds migrating together. Several of these birds are GPS-tagged to
analyze their behavior. The resulting data is a set of sequences of their positions. Such a
sequence of data points can be interpreted as a polygonal curve. We want to represent the
movement of the whole group, for instance to compare it to other groups or species. For this,
we use a representative curve. Such a representative curve is also useful in other applications,
such as the analysis of handwritten text or speech recognition.
There have been a few different approaches of defining such a representative curve.
Buchin et al. [4] defined the median level of curves as only using parts input curves, where the
median can change directions where two input curves cross paths. Har-Peled and Raichel [10]
defined a mean curve, which can be chosen freely and minimizes the distance to the input
curves. They gave an algorithm exponential in the number of curves for computing this.
Another approach is a version of the (k, `)-center problem, which asks for a set of k center
curves of complexity at most ` for which the distance of each input curve to its nearest center
is minimized. In particular, the (1, `)-center problem asks for only one such center curve.
The (k, `)-center problem for curves was first introduced by Driemel et al. [8] and further
analyzed by Buchin et al. [5] and Buchin et al. [6].
However, none of these representative curves use only actual data points of the GPS
tracks. This could lead to the representative curves containing positions that the moving
entities (e.g. birds) could not have visited. As the data points in the input curves are more
reliable Ahn et al. [1] defined the middle curve to only use these points. For a more accurate
representation of the original curves, Ahn et al. [1] define three variants of the middle curve.
We use their definition of a middle curve in this paper.
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2 On the complexity of the middle curve problem
Related work Ahn et al. [1] presented algorithms for all three variants of the middle curve
problems, whose running time is exponential in the number of input curves. For several
representative curve problems it is known that they are NP-hard, such as (k, `)-center [5, 8],
minimum enclosing ball [5], (k, `)-median [8], 1-median under Fréchet and dynamic time
warping distance [6, 7]. Some problems are NP-hard even to approximate better than a
constant factor, e.g. the (k, `)-center problem [5]. Similarly, Buchin et al. [3] showed, that
assuming the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) the Fréchet distance of k curves
of complexity n each cannot be computed significantly faster than O(nk) time.
Our results We prove NP-completeness of the Middle Curve problem presented by Ahn
et al. [1]. Next we define a parameterized version of the problem, and present a simple exact
algorithm as well as an (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for the parameterized problem.
2 Preliminaries
A polygonal curve P is given by a sequence of vertices 〈p1, . . . , pm〉 with pi in Rd, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
and for 1 ≤ i < m the pair of vertices (pi, pi+1) is connected by the straight line segment
pipi+1. We call the number of vertices m of the curve its complexity. Let the input consist
of n polygonal curves P = {P1, . . . , Pn}, each of complexity m.
Fréchet Distance We define the discrete Fréchet distance of two curves P ′ = 〈p′1, . . . , p′m′〉
and P ′′ = 〈p′′1 , . . . , p′′m′′〉 as follows: we call a traversal T of P ′ and P ′′ a sequence of pairs of
indices (i, j) of vertices (p′i, p′′j ) ∈ P ′ × P ′′ such that
i) the traversal T begins with (1, 1) and ends with (m′,m′′), and
ii) the pair (i, j) of T can be followed only by one of (i+ 1, j), (i, j + 1), or (i+ 1, j + 1).
We note that every traversal is monotone. Denote T the set of all traversals T of P ′ and P ′′.
The discrete Fréchet distance between P ′ and P ′′ is defined as:
ddF (P ′, P ′′) = min
T∈T
max
(i,j)∈T
‖pi − qj‖2.
We call the set of pairs of vertices (p′, p′′) ∈ P ′ × P ′′ that realize ddF (P ′, P ′′) a matching,
and say that these pairs of vertices are matched.
A related similarity measure is the continuous Fréchet distance. Let pi′ : [0, 1]→ P ′ and
pi′′ : [0, 1] → P ′′ be two continuous functions on [0, 1] such that pi′(0) = p′1, pi′(1) = p′m′ ,
pi′′(0) = p′′1 , and pi′′(1) = p′′m′′ , and such that pi′ and pi′′ are monotone on P ′ and P ′′
respectively. Let H be the set of continuous and increasing functions f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] with
f(0) = 1 and f(1) = 1. The continuous Fréchet distance between P ′ and P ′′ is defined as:
dF (P ′, P ′′) = inf
f∈H
max
t∈[0,1]
‖P ′(pi′(f(t)))− P ′′(pi′′(t))‖2.
We can overload the notion, and say that the function mapping P ′ and P ′′ that realizes
dF (P ′, P ′′) is a matching.
Note that by definition the discrete Fréchet distance of P ′ and P ′′ is an upper bound for
the continuous Fréchet distance, as the traversal T realising ddF (P ′, P ′′) can be extended
into mapping between P ′ and P ′′. Both dDF and dF are metrics.
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Middle Curve Given a set of n polygonal curves P, a value δ ≥ 0, and a distance measure
γ for polygonal curves. We use γ = dDF as in [1], for the continuous Fréchet distance dF the
definitions hold verbatim. A middle curve at distance δ to P is a curve M = 〈m1, . . . ,m`〉
with vertices mi ∈
⋃
Pj∈P
⋃
p∈Pj{p}, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, s.t. max{ddF (M,Pj) : Pj ∈ P} ≤ δ holds.
If the vertices of a middle curve M respect the order given by the curves of P, then we
call M an ordered middle curve. Formally, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, if the vertex mi ∈ M is
matched to pk ∈ Pj realizing ddF (M,Pj), then for the vertices mi′ ∈M , i < i′, it holds that
mi′ ∈
(⋃
Px∈P\Pj
⋃
p∈Px{p}
)
∪ (⋃{pk′ : pk′ ∈ Pj , k′ > k}). If the vertices of M are matched
to themselves in their original curves P ∈ P in the matching realizing ddF (M,P ) ≤ δ, we
have a restricted middle curve. Note that an ordered middle curve is a middle curve,
and a restricted middle curve is ordered as well.
We define the decision problem corresponding to finding such a curve. Given a set of
polygonal curves P = {P1, . . . , Pn} and a δ ≥ 0 as parameters. Unordered Middle Curve
problem returns true iff there exists a middle curve M at distance δ to P. The Ordered
Middle Curve and Restricted Middle Curve returns true iff there exists an ordered
and a restricted middle curve respectively at distance δ to P.
Ahn et al. [1] presented dynamic programming algorithms for each variant of the middle
curve problem. The running times of these algorithms for n ≥ 2 curves of complexity at most
m are O(mn logm) for the unordered case, O(m2n) for the ordered case, and O(mn lognm)
for the restricted middle curve case. All three cases have running time exponential in n,
yielding the question if there is a lower bound for these problems. In the following section
we prove that the Middle Curve problem is NP-complete.
3 NP-completeness
The technique for the proof that all variants of the Middle Curve are NP-hard is based on
the proof by Buchin et al. [5] and Buchin, Driemel, and Struijs [6] for the NP-hardness of
the Minimum enclosing ball and 1-median problems for curves under Fréchet distance. Their
proof is a reduction from the Shortest Common Supersequence (SCS), which is known
to be NP-hard [11]. SCS problem gets as input a set S = {S1, . . . , Sn} of n sequences over a
binary alphabet Σ = {A,B} and t ∈ N. SCS returns true iff there exists a sequence S∗ of
length at most t, that is a supersequence of all sequences in S.
Our NP-hardness proof differs from the proof of [5, 6] in three aspects. First, the mapping
of the characters of the sequence is extended by additional points. Second, in order to
validate all three variants of our problem, the conditions of the restricted middle curve have
to be fulfilled, i.e. each vertex has to be matched to itself. Third, our representative curve
is limited to the vertices of the input curves. Due to the hierarchy of the middle curve
problems we show the reductions from SCS to the Restricted Middle Curve, and from
Unordered Middle Curve to SCS.
Given set S = {S1, . . . , Sn} of sequences over Σ = {A,B} and t ∈ N, defining a SCS
instance that returns true, we construct for each sequence Si ∈ S a polygonal curve in
one-dimensional space, and therewith a Middle Curve instance. We use the following
points in R:
p−3 = −3, p3 = 3, p−1 = −1, p1 = 1, and
p0 = 0, p2 = 2, p−2 = −2.
(1)
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p3
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p0
p−1
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p−1
p−2
p−3
(a) Curves G = {η(AB), η(BB)} (b) Curves A1 and B2
p3
p2
p1
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p−2
p−3
p3
p2
p1
p0
p−1
p−2
p−3
(c) Curve M representing the sequence ABB (d) Set G ∪ {A1, B2} ∪ {M}
Figure 1 Construction of the Middle Curve instance (G ∪ {A1, B2}, 1) for the SCS instance
({AB,BB}, 3)
Each character in a sequence Si ∈ S is mapped to a curve over R as follows:
A→ p0(p−1p1)tp−2p−3p−2(p1p−1)tp0,
B → p0(p1p−1)tp2p3p2(p−1p1)tp0.
(2)
The curve η(Si) representing the sequence Si ∈ S is constructed by concatenating the
curves resulting from each character’s mapping. The set of all resulting curves is denoted
by G = {η(Si) : Si ∈ S}. We call the subcurves p−2p−3p−2 and p2p3p2 letter A and letter B
gadgets respectively, and the subcurves between two letter gadgets (or at the beginning and
at the end of curves) consisting of p−1, p1, and p0 buffer gadgets.
We define the set It = {(a, b) ∈ N2 : a, b ≥ 0, a + b = t}. A pair (a, b) ∈ It represents
the number of A’s and B’s in a possible supersequence of length t. For some (a, b) ∈ It we
construct the curves Aa and Bb in R with
Aa = p1(p−3p1)a
Bb = p−1(p3p−1)b.
(3)
We use these curves to construct the Middle Curve instance (G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, 1) for a pair
(a, b) ∈ It. We prove that the SCS instance (S, t) returns true if and only if there exists a
pair (a, b) ∈ It such that (G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, 1) is a Middle Curve instance that returns true.
An example for this construction is given in Figure 1.
We consider the discrete Fréchet distance case first.
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I Lemma 1. If (S, t) is a SCS instance returning true, then there exists a pair (a, b) ∈ It
such that (G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, 1) is a Restricted Middle Curve instance for the discrete
Fréchet distance that returns true.
Proof. If (S, t) is a SCS instance returning true, then there exists a supersequence of
the curves in S with length at most t. Let S∗ be this supersequence with letters s∗i , for
i ∈ {1, . . . , t}.
We construct a curve M = 〈m1, . . . ,m2t+1〉 using vertices of the curves in G, such that
M represents S∗. The vertex mj for j ∈ {1, . . . , 2t+ 1} is defined as:
mj =

p0 j is odd,
p−2 j is even and s∗j/2 = A,
p2 j is even and s∗j/2 = B.
The vertices with even indices inM represent the characters in S∗ while the vertices with odd
indices act as a buffer between them. For every Si ∈ S the curve η(Si) ∈ G is constructed.
We construct a traversal between η(Si) and M , that realizes ddF (η(Si),M) that is at most
1. Since Si is a subsequence of S∗, we proceed as follows: we match the first p0 ∈ η(Si) to
the p0 ∈M . Then, as long as there are letters in S∗, do:
If the current letter in Si and S∗ is the same, then match the next buffer gadget (and the
possible rest of the previous buffer gadget) in η(Si) to p0 ∈M , then match the letter A
gadget to p−2 or the letter B gadget to p2 respectively. Move to the next letter in both
Si and S∗.
If the current letter in Si and S∗ differ, or there are no more letters in Si, then we have the
following cases depending on the letters in S∗:
last letter in S∗ was A and the current one is A: match p1 ∈ η(Si) to p0 ∈ M , and
match p−1 ∈ η(Si) to p−2 ∈M ;
last letter in S∗ was A and the current one is B: match p1 ∈ η(Si) to p0 ∈ M , and
match the same p1 ∈ η(Si) to p2 ∈M ;
last letter in S∗ was B and the current one is A: match (already seen) p1 ∈ η(Si) to
p0 ∈M , and match p−1 ∈ η(Si) to p−2 ∈M ;
last letter in S∗ was B and the current one is B: match p−1 ∈ η(Si) to p0 ∈M , and
match p1 ∈ η(Si) to p2 ∈M .
In each case move to the next letter in S∗. Notice that this case can happen at most t
times, and that each letter uses at most 2 further vertices in the current buffer gadget,
thus the t iterations of the pair p1p−1 in a buffer gadget suffice.
We conclude with matching the rest of the last buffer gadget in η(Si) to p0 ∈ M . Notice
that the vertices in M are matched to themselves in η(Si), while vertices at p0, p2, or p−2
are matched to a vertex at the same position in M , thus the conditions for a restricted
middle curve are met. The distance between the matched points is at most 1, thus we have
ddF (η(Si),M) ≤ 1, for all Si ∈ S.
Set a and b to the number of occurrences of A and B in S∗ respectively, therefore it
is a+ b = t. Per definition M contains p−2 exactly a times, thus we can match these p−2
to the vertices p−3 ∈ Aa, while the remaining vertices p0, p2 ∈ M can be matched to the
vertices p1 ∈ Aa, respecting the order of the vertices on Aa and M . Analogously the b
vertices p2 ∈M can be matched to the vertices p3 ∈ Bb, and the vertices p0, p−2 ∈M can
be matched to p−1 ∈ Bb. Therefore it holds that ddF (Aa,M) ≤ 1 and ddF
(
Bb,M
) ≤ 1. So
M is a restricted middle curve of G ∪ {Aa, Bb} at distance 1, as claimed. J
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I Lemma 2. If there exists a pair (a, b) ∈ It such that (G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, 1) is an Unordered
Middle Curve instance for the discrete Fréchet distance that returns true, then (S, t) is a
SCS instance that returns true.
Proof. Given a pair (a, b) ∈ It, let M be an unordered middle curve of the set (G∪{Aa, Bb}
at distance 1. We construct a sequence that represents the curve M and prove that every
Si ∈ S is a subsequence of this sequence.
Since ddF (Aa,M) ≤ 1, we observe a matching betweenAa andM that realizes ddF (Aa,M).
Since Aa consists only of vertices p1 and p−3, and there cannot exist a point in R with
distance at most 1 to both of these vertices, every vertex in M can only be matched to one
vertex in Aa. Since for every two vertices p−3 in Aa there is a p1 vertex between them in Aa,
a vertex in M can be matched to at most one p−3 in Aa. The same holds for the vertices p1.
Thus every vertex in M is matched to exactly one vertex in Aa. Analogously every vertex in
M is matched to exactly one vertex in Bb.
Thus we can partition the vertices ofM into 2a+1 subsetsMai , i ∈ {1, . . . , 2a+1}, where
all vertices within one subset Mai are matched to the i-th vertex in Aa (in the matching
realizing ddF (Aa,M)). Analogously we can partition the vertices ofM into 2b+1 subsetsM bj ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , 2b+ 1} (using the matching realizing ddF
(
Bb,M
)
). We combine these partitions
into one. We call the subsets Mai that represent p−3 ∈ Aa the A-subsets, and the subsets
M bj that represent p3 ∈ Bb the B-subsets.
We note that there cannot exist a vertex in M that is simultaneously in some A-subset
and some B-subset, otherwise it would be at distance at most 1 to both p3 and p−3. We
take over the A- and B-subsets into the new partition (and call them letter subsets). By
construction there are a+ b = t letter subsets. The remaining vertices in M – either before
the first letter subset along M , or after the last letter subset, or between two letter subsets
form the pairwise disjunct buffer subsets, and thus together with letter subsets define a
partition of the vertices of M . There can be at most t+ 1 buffer subsets, thus there are at
most 2t + 1 subsets in the constructed partition of the vertices of M . Figure 2 shows an
example of such a partition.
The sequence S∗ can be constructed using the constructed partition of M , by replacing
the A-subsets with the letter A, and the B-subsets with the letter B. The buffer subsets are
simply omitted. The sequence S∗ has length t. We need to prove that S∗ is a supersequence
of all sequences in S.
Let for some Si ∈ S be η(Si) ∈ G its representing curve. As M is a middle curve of G ∪
{Ai, Bj} at distance 1, there exists a matching of η(Si) andM that realizes ddF (η(Si),M) ≤ 1.
In this matching a vertex in one A-subset (of the partition of the vertices of M) cannot
be matched to two vertices in different letter gadgets (in η(Si)), since the buffer gadget
separating two letter gadgets contains the vertex p1, which cannot be matched to a vertex
in a A-subset with distance at most 1. Analogously, a vertex in one B-subset cannot be
matched to vertices in two different letter gadgets.
Each letter A gadget in η(Si) contains vertex p−3 which has to be matched to a vertex in
an A-subset (otherwise by construction it would be at distance at most 1 to p1). Analogously,
each letter B gadget in η(Si) contains vertex p3 which has to be matched to a vertex in a
B-subset. Thus each letter gadget in η(Si) corresponds one-to-one to a letter subset in M ,
and the sequence of letter gadgets in η(Si) corresponds to the sequence of letter subsets in
M . Therefore Si is a subsequence of S∗, as claimed. J
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 imply the following theorem for the discrete Fréchet distance.
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(a) Individual partitions of M (b) Combined partition of M
Figure 2 An example of possible matchings between M and A1 or B2, given in Figure 1.
(a) The individual matchings and partition of M based on A1 (light blue lines and light blue boxes)
and on B2 (light green lines and light green boxes) respectively.
(b) The combined partition of M is represented by the circles around vertices (light blue – A-parts,
light green – B-parts, gray – buffer parts.
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I Theorem 3. Every variant of Middle Curve problem for the discrete and the continuous
Fréchet distance is NP-hard.
Proof of Theorem 3 for the discrete Fréchet distance. We reduce from the SCS problem,
which is known to be NP-hard. Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 show that this construction is a
viable reduction.
Given the SCS instance (S, t), the Middle Curve instance (G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, 1) for a pair
(a, b) ∈ It can be constructed in a time linear in the input size. As the number of possible
pairs (a, b) ∈ It for a given supersequence of length t is linear in t, the number of different
Middle Curve instances is also linear in t. Thus the reduction can be computed in a time
polynomial in the input size of the SCS instance. J
Like the proof of Buchin et al. [5], the shown reduction for the discrete Fréchet distance
can be adopted to the continuous Fréchet distance to prove Theorem 3 in that case too.
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 take place of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 respectively. The rest of the
proof is taken verbatim.
I Lemma 4. If (S, t) is an instance of the SCS that returns true, then there exists a pair
(a, b) ∈ It such that (G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, 1) is a Restricted Middle Curve instance for the
continuous Fréchet distance that returns true.
Proof. Given the SCS instance (S, t) returning true, Lemma 1 implies that there exists
(a, b) ∈ It, such that ddF (g,M) ≤ 1 for g ∈ G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, and the restricted middle curve
M constructed in its proof. Since the discrete Fréchet distance is an upper bound for the
continuous Fréchet distance, we have dF (g,M) ≤ ddF (g,M) ≤ 1 for all g ∈ G ∪ {Aa, Bb}.
This means that M is also a restricted middle curve for the continuous Fréchet distance. J
I Lemma 5. If there exists a pair (a, b) ∈ It such that (G ∪ {Aa, Bb}, 1) is an Unordered
Middle Curve instance for the continuous Fréchet distance that returns true, then (S, t)
is a SCS instance that returns true.
Proof. Given a pair (a, b) ∈ It, let M be an unordered middle curve of the set G ∪ {Aa, Bb}
at distance 1. We adapt the proof of Lemma 2 to the continuous case.
Since dF (Aa,M) ≤ 1, there has to be a point qa on the curve M that is at distance
at most 1 to the vertex p−3 ∈ Aa, for each such a vertex. Thus qa ∈ [−2,−3]. But since
dF
(
Bb,M
) ≤ 1, there has to be a point on Bb at distance at most 1 to qa, thus such a point
is in [−2,−1]. Since all points on Bb lie in [−1, 3], it implies that that point has to be exactly
at −1, thus qa = p−2. We call that point an A-subset of M . It is possible that the curve M
contains several consecutive vertices at p−2, and in that case the whole subcurve defined by
such vertices is an A-subset of M . Analogously, we conclude that for each p3 ∈ Bb there is a
point p2 ∈M , and call it a B-subset of M .
As in Lemma 2 we partition the curve M into 2a+ 1 (respectively 2b+ 1) subcurves Mai ,
i ∈ {1, . . . , 2a+ 1} (resp. M bj , j ∈ {1, . . . , 2b+ 1}), where the subcurves with even indices
are A-subsets (resp. B-subsets) of M , and the rest of the curve M defines the subcurves
with odd indices. Again, we combine these two partitions of M into one, since no vertex
on M can be in both A- and B-subsets. The sequence S∗ is constructed by replacing each
letter subset in M with the corresponding letter.
The rest of the proof of Lemma 2 follows, since for each Si ∈ S and for the matching that
realizes dF (η(Si),M) ≤ 1 it holds that a vertex in one A-subset in M cannot be matched to
the vertex p−3 in two different letter B gadgets in η(Si), and each vertex p−3 ∈ η(Si) has
to be matched to a vertex in an A-subset. The analogous claim can be made for B-subsets.
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between the letter gadgets in η(Si) and the letter
subsets in M , thus Si is a subsequence of S∗. J
Using Theorem 3, we can now prove the NP-completeness of the Middle Curve decision
problem. Given a Middle Curve instance (P, δ) with P containing n curves of complexity
m, we guess non-deterministically a middle curve M of complexity `. We can decide whether
the Fréchet distance between M and a curve P ∈ P is at most δ in O(m`) time using the
algorithm by Alt and Godau [2] for the continuous, and by Eiter and Mannila [9] for the
discrete Fréchet distance. We note that the algorithm by Alt and Godau [2] has to be
modified a bit, as it uses a random access machine instead of a Turing machine, as this
allows the computation of square roots in constant time. But comparing the distances is
possible by comparing the squares of the square roots, thus this results in a non-deterministic
O(nm`)-time algorithm for the Unordered Middle Curve problem.
In order to decide the Ordered Middle Curve problem, it is necessary to compare
the middle curve to the input curves, which is possible in O(nm) time. For the restricted
Restricted Middle Curve problem the matching corresponding to the Frechet distance
≤ δ has to be known. This matching is a result of the decision algorithm by Alt and Godau
[2]. Given this matching it can be checked in O(m+ `) time if a vertex is matched to itself.
This yields the following theorem.
I Theorem 6. Every variant of the Middle Curve problem for the discrete or continuous
Fréchet distance is NP-complete.
If the SCS problem is parameterized by the number of input sequences n, it is known to
be W[1]-hard [7]. In our reduction from SCS the number of input curves in the constructed
Middle Curve instance is n+2. Thus the shown reduction is also a parameterized reduction
from SCS with the parameter n to theMiddle Curve problem parameterized by the number
of input curves, yielding the following theorem.
I Theorem 7. Every variant of the Middle Curve problem for the discrete and continuous
Fréchet distance parameterized by the number of input curves n is W[1]-hard.
4 Approximation algorithm
A different way of parameterizing the Middle Curve problem is to use the complexity of
the middle curve. Given a set of polygonal curves P, a δ ≥ 0, and a parameter ` ∈ N. We
define the parameterized middle curve decision problems, that return true iff a middle
curve of complexity ≤ ` with corresponding conditions exists (for each of the three variants).
It is clear that there exists a simple brute force optimization algorithm for the Para-
meterized Middle Curve instance (P, δ, `), that tests all `-tuples of the vertices from the
curves in P in O((mn)`m` logm`). This holds for all three versions of the problem.
We want to give an approximation algorithm for Parameterized Middle Curve
optimization problem for the discrete Frechet distance. For this we use an approximation
of the (k, `)-center optimization problem on curves. The (k, `)-center problem for curves
was introduced by Driemel et al. [8]. Given a set P = {P1, . . . , Pn} of polygonal curves of
complexity at most m, it looks for a set of curves C = {C1, . . . Ck}, each of complexity at
most `, that minimizes maxP∈P minki=1 γ(Ci, P ) for a distance measure γ. The unordered
Parameterized Middle Curve optimization problem is a (1, `)-center problem, where
the curve C1 is limited to vertices from the input curves and the distance measure γ is a
variant of the Fréchet distance.
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2δ
Figure 3 Illustration of the approximation algorithm. The input curves are dashed and in
shades of green, while the (1, `)-center approximation with distance δ is the full purple curve. The
constructed middle curve is the red fat curve.
Given a set P of n curves of complexity m in Rd, let C be the (1, `)-center curve
returned by some α-approximation algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance. Let δ =
maxP∈P ddF (C,P ). We construct d-dimensional balls centered at vertices of the curve C
with radius δ. It holds that ddF (C,P ) ≤ δ, ∀P ∈ P , thus in each ball centered at the vertices
of C there has to be a vertex of each curve from P. We choose at random one vertex from
each of the ` balls, and connect them with line segments in the order of the vertices along
C. We denote the curve we got with M , and claim that it is a good approximation of an
unordered parameterized middle curve. See Figure 3 for an illustration of the algorithm.
Let C∗ be an optimal (1, `)-center curve (for the discrete Fréchet distance) for the given
input set P . Let δ∗ = maxP∈P ddF (C∗, P ). It holds that δ ≤ αδ∗. For each P ∈ P and each
vertex of P , there is a vertex in M , that is at distance at most 2δ (diameter of the ball both
of them lie in). Thus there is a traversal of P and M with pairwise distance of the vertices
at most 2δ, implying ddF (M,P ) ≤ 2δ. We have ddF (M,P ) ≤ 2δ ≤ 2αδ∗.
Let the optimal parameterized middle curve with complexity ` be M∗. By definition it
holds that δ∗ = maxP∈P ddF (C∗, P ) ≤ maxP∈P ddF (M∗, P ). Thus
ddF (M,P ) ≤ 2αmax
P∈P
ddF (M∗, P ) ,
and M is a 2-approximation to the optimal parameterized middle curve. This implies:
I Lemma 8. Given a set of n curves P each with complexity at most m, a δ > 0 and
an α-approximation algorithm for (k, `)-center with running time T , we can compute a
2α-approximation of the Parameterized Middle Curve optimization problem for discrete
Fréchet distance in O(`mn+ T ) time.
Plugging the (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm of Buchin et al. [6] for (k, `)-center for
discrete Fréchet distance into Lemma 8, we get
I Theorem 9. Given a set of n curves P each of complexity at most m, and a δ > 0, we
can compute a (2 + ε)-approximation of the Parameterized Middle Curve optimization
problem for discrete Fréchet distance in O(((c`)` + log(`+ n))`mn) time, with c = ( 4√dε +1)d.
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5 Conclusion
We showed that theMiddle Curve problem is NP-complete and gave a (2+ε)-approximation
for the Parameterized Middle Curve problem, parameterized in the complexity of the
middle curve. It would be interesting to gain further insight into the complexity of the
parameterized problem. Fixing the parameter in the brute-force algorithm gives an XP-
algorithm, however it remains open whether Parameterized Middle Curve is in FPT.
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